The Chapman FIRST Lectures
“Fresh Ideas from Rising Scholars and Teachers”

Faculty Forum
Donald P. Kennedy Hall
Chapman University School of Law

All lectures are open to Chapman law students, faculty, alumni, student organizations and other friends of Chapman

Nov. 5, 2008
Christian Halliburton (Seattle): The Fourth Amendment and Cognitive Surveillance

Jan. 12, 2009
I. Bennett Capers (Hofstra/Fordham): Canaries, the Fourth Amendment and the Equality Principle

Jan. 20, 2009
Kyndra Rotunda (Chapman): Potential Reforms to Regulations that Protect Military Members

Jan. 27, 2009
Tom Bell (Chapman): Scale of Consent
Katherine Darmer (Chapman): Teaching Whren to White Kids
Scott Howe (Chapman): Slavery as Punishment: Original Meaning, Cruel and Unusual Punishment and the Neglected Clause in the Thirteenth Amendment

Feb. 24, 2009
Amy Peikoff (Chapman Visitor): Pragmatism and Privacy
Bart Wilson and Vernon Smith (Chapman): An Experimental Inquiry into the Social Construction of Property

March 24, 2009
Chad Oldfather (Marquette): Generalist Judges

April 17, 2009
Aya Gruber (Iowa): Rape, Feminism and the War on Crime